This document is intended for use as a template for assignments requiring APA format. You can type in your individual information by highlighting the text in this template and then typing in the information you want to add.

Title of Paper Here

Student Name

Course Name

Instructor Name

Date

Within this document you will find suggestions for 6th edition APA formatting of these areas:

- Title Page
- Headings
- Location and Content of Introduction
- Location and Content of Conclusion
- Basic APA format for references
- Example APA format for these types of references: webpage
- Printed book
- Video
- Blog/Wiki
Title of Paper

Write a short introductory paragraph or two here. No heading. Remember, the title of the paper is not a heading.

Level 1 Heading Here

Write content here.

Next Level 1 Heading Here

Continue this way throughout paper.

Level 2 Heading Here

If you need Level 2 headings, place those where needed. Always have two for each level heading that you use.

Level 2 Heading Here

Write content here.

Conclusion

Bring the paper to an end with a conclusion. A conclusion is not a summary. The conclusion brings us home by tying it all together.
References

Author, A. B., & Author, C. D. (year). Title of reference. Where located. This is the basic formula for all reference entries. The following are some examples.

Able, E. F., Cain, J. K., & Daniels, L. M. (year). *Title of webpage/article, if article*. Retrieved from URL [Note, no period at end of this kind of entry]

Elephant, N. O. (year). Title of chapter. In P. Q. Frank & R. S. Grant (Eds. [if listed as editor on book; leave off if not]), *Title of book here* (3rd ed. [if edition number present], pp. XX-YY). City, STATE ABBREVIATION: Jones and Bartlett [Note, no "Publisher" or other words used].

Higgs, T. U. (year). *Title of book* (edition number, if one, as: xth ed.). City, STATE: Publisher.

Ibex, V. W. (year, month day). Title of blog or wiki [Web log post]. Retrieved month day, year [if wiki] from URL

Johnson, X. Y. (year, month day). Title of video [Video file]. Retrieved from URL

For information regarding 6th edition APA format access these recommended documents within the Kaplan Writing Center, Writing Reference Library located within the Academic Support Center. Access the area within the Writing Reference Library titled Research, Citation, and Plagiarism.

- APA manuscript style
- Using headings and subheadings in APA style
- APA: The easy way: basic citation
- APA: The easy way, advanced citation
- APA, The easy way, formatting
- APA, the easy way: the basics
- APA the easy way: formatting